Most-Loved Media of 2023

Dear educators,

From favorite books to most-played musical artists, December finds many of us reflecting on the media that moved us throughout the year.

At PBS Wisconsin Education, we took a look at the media educators used most this year. Here are your top three picks:

- The Ways collection of Native language and culture stories.
- Electa Quinney: Mohican Teacher and Mentor in the Wisconsin Biographies collection.
- The Legend of the Lost Emerald digital game.

We look forward to another year of creating and sharing high-quality, free-to-use content to help spark curiosity in your learning spaces.

Happy exploring!

Your partner in education,
Tawny Morrison
Education Communications Specialist
The Ways: Manoomin

Meet Fred Ackley Jr. from the Sokaogon Chippewa Community of Mole Lake in The Ways collection. Learn about the tradition of harvesting manoomin, or wild rice, and how Fred's relationship with nature informs his approach to the harvest. (Grades 6-12)

Wisconsin Biographies: Electa Quinney

Electa Quinney was a Mohican educator and mentor who is known as Wisconsin's first public school teacher. Learn why her role as an educator to both Native and non-Native children was impactful in her story in the Wisconsin Biographies collection. (Grades 3-6)

The Legend of the Lost Emerald

Take a deep dive into maritime mysteries in this point-and-click adventure game! Players use critical thinking and historical inquiry skills to recover the stories of shipwrecks inspired by real Great Lakes history. (Grades 4-6)

Behind the scenes at PBS Wisconsin Education
School Leaders Advancing Technology in Education

PBS Wisconsin Education had a fantastic time sharing with educators at this year's SLATE conference! Thank you to everyone who attended a presentation and stopped by our booth.

PBS Wisconsin Education activates technology to serve learners and educators, because learning happens everywhere - the world is our classroom. We amplify your expertise - along with best practices in education - to nurture learning in Wisconsin's classrooms, virtual environments and neighborhoods.